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Dear Editor:

Thanks for the email requesting us to format our manuscript to allow for easy online production. We have addressed all the formatting changes requested, moved some of the paragraphs around and have also revised the conclusions in the abstract section. We have reproduced some of your requests below and our responses are in the section following the series of asterisks ‘****’ after the comments

**Section headings** - Please use sentence case for all headings and sub-headings in the manuscript (i.e. remove all unnecessary capitals).

****We reviewed and converted all the section headings and sub-headings to sentence case.

**Competing interests** - Please include a ‘Competing interests’ section between the Conclusions and Authors’ contributions. If there are none to declare, please write ‘The authors declare that they have no competing interests’.

****We included a competing interest section between the Conclusions and Authors’ contributions.

**Authors’ contributions** - For the Authors’ contributions we suggest the following kind of format (please use initials to refer to each author's contribution): AB carried out the molecular genetic studies, participated in the sequence alignment and drafted the manuscript. JY carried out the immunoassays. MT participated in the sequence alignment. ES participated in the design of the study and performed the statistical analysis. FG conceived of the study, and participated in its design and coordination. All authors read and approved the final manuscript.

****We followed the format suggested in writing the authors' contributions section of the manuscript.

**References** - The reference list should be formatted in the journal’s style to enable us to create links to article abstracts on PubMed.

****The reference list was formatted in the journal’s style as requested.

Thanks